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In this paper we develop the method suggested by S. Pehlivan and M. A.
Ž .Mamedov ‘‘Statistical Cluster Points and Turnpike,’’ submitted , where it was
proved that under some conditions optimal paths have the same unique stationary
limit pointstationary cluster point. This notion was introduced by J. A. Fridy
Ž .1993, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 118, 11871192 and it turns out to be a very useful
and interesting tool in turnpike theory. The purpose of this paper is to avoid the
convexity conditions. Here the turnpike theorem is proved under conditions that
are quite different from those of Pehlivan and Mamedov and may be satisfied for
the mappings with nonconvex images and for nonconcave functions in the defini-
tion of functionals.  2001 Academic Press
Key Words: turnpike; bounded path; statistical cluster point; nonconvex function;
multivalued mapping.
1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The study of the asymptotic behavior of optimal paths is one of the
interesting problems that plays an important role in different branches of
Ž   .mathematics see 2, 4 and so on . In the models with bounded paths this
problem is expressed as theorems about convergence of optimal paths to
 some stationary point. In 5 the ordinary convergence was replaced by the
statistical convergence and it was proved that all optimal paths in the
1 This research was supported by the Scientific and Technical Research Council of Turkey
Ž .NATO-CP prog. .
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considered problem have the same unique statistical cluster point which is
also a statistical limit point. In this case an ordinary convergence may be
not true; i.e., an optimal path may go away far from this point infinitely
 many times, but this time-set has a density zero 1 . In this paper we study
a statistical convergence of optimal paths for one nonconvex problem.
We consider the system
 4x  x  a x , x   , kN 1, 2, . . . , 1Ž . Ž .k1 k k 1 0
where   Rm is a given initial point; the multivalued mapping a: Rm 0
Rm has compact images and is continuous in the Hausdorff metric.
Ž . Ž . Ž .The sequence x x is called a path to the system 1 if 1 is satisfiedk
for every kN. We assume that the paths are bounded; i.e. there exists a
m Ž .closed bounded set C R such that for every path x x , x  C, fork k
m Ž .every kN. The point  R is called a stationary point if 0 a  . It
is clear that if  is a stationary point then the stationary sequence x  k
Ž .is a path to the system 1 starting from initial point    .0
 mWe denote by M the set of stationary points. That is, M  R : 0
Ž .4 a  .
Let u: Rm R1 be a given continuous function.
Condition 1. The set M is nonempty and compact; the maximum
quantity of the function u on M is reached at the unique point  *M:
max u   u  *  u*. 2Ž . Ž . Ž .
M
Ž  . Condition 2. There exists a path x* x such that x   * ask k
k .
 Ž . 4Let B  C : u  	 u* . It follows from Condition 1 that B
M
 4  * . It is also clear that the set B is compact.
m  Condition 3. There exists a vector p R , with p  1, such that
py 0 for every y a  ,  B ,   *. 3Ž . Ž .
Here py is the scalar product of p and y.
 This condition was introduced in 3 , where the turnpike theorems for
integral functionals in the continuous time systems are proved.
We now formulate the definition of statistical cluster point and some of
 its properties proved in 1, 5 .
 4Let KN be a given set. We denote by K the set k K : k n ,n
 and by K the number of elements in K .n n
Ž . mLet x x be a given path, let  R be a given point, and let  0k
Ž .    4be any positive number. Consider the set K   kN : x     .k
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Ž .DEFINITION 1. A point  is called a statistical cluster point s.c.p. if for
every  0
1
 lim sup K   0. 4Ž . Ž .nnn
We will denote the set of s.c.p. of the path x by  .x
 PROPOSITION 1 5 . For eery bounded sequence x the set  is nonemptyx
and compact.
 PROPOSITION 2 5 . For eery  0
1
lim kN :   , x 	   0, 5 4Ž . Ž .x k nnn
Ž .  where  A,  min  y is the distance from the point  to they A
closed set A.
By C lim inf  we denote a minimal element in the set of s.c. p. k k 
Ž .of a gien bounded number sequence   .k
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let x x be a gien path to 1 . Then u x is a bounded numberk k
Ž . Ž .sequence and we can define a functional J x C lim inf u x . Onk k
Ž .the paths of the system 1 consider the problem
J x C lim inf u x max. 6Ž . Ž . Ž .k
k
  Ž .PROPOSITION 3 5 . The functional J x may be expressed in the form
J x  min u  . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .
x
DEFINITION 2. The path x is called an asymptotical optimal path in the
Ž . Ž . Ž .problem 1 , 6 , if the functional J x takes its maximal quantity among
Ž .all paths to the system 1 .
2. TURNPIKE THEOREM
THEOREM. Let Conditions 1, 2, 3 hold. If x is an asymptotical optimal
Ž . Ž .  4path in the problem 1 , 6 , then    * ; i.e.,x
C lim x   *.k
k
Ž .  Proof. 1 By Condition 2 there is a path x* such that x   . Thisk
 4 Ž . Ž .means that    * . Hence J x*  u  *  u*. Since x is an optimalx*
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .path, J x 	 J x* . Then from 7 we have min u  	 u* or u  	x
u* for every   . Thus   B.x x
Ž .2 Let    such that    * and p min p .1 x 1 1  x
Ž . Ž .It is clear that   B. Then by 3 we have py 0 for every y a  .1 1
Ž .  m Ž . 4By S A   R :  A,    we will denote a closed -
neighbourhood of a closed set A.
As the mapping a is continuous, there exist numbers  0,  0 such
that
py for every y a S  .Ž .Ž . 1
1 4Let 	min  ,  . Then we obtain4
py4	 for every y a S  . 8Ž . Ž .Ž .	 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a Let x  S  . For the point y x  x  a x by 8k 	 1 k1 k k
we have
px  px 4	 . 9Ž .k1 k
 On the other hand, the inequality x    	 is satisfied for x k 1 k
Ž .      S  . Then we obtain px  p  p x    	 or px  p 	 1 k 1 k 1 k 1
Ž .	 . At last from 9 we have
px  p  3	 p  	 . 10Ž .k1 1 1
Ž . Ž .b Consider a closed 	-neighbourhood S  of the set  .	 x x
Ž .  Obviously for every  
 S  there is a point   such that   
	 x x
      	 . Then p p 
  p   
  	 or p p 
 	 . But p 1
min p and hence p  p 
 	 or p 
	 p  	 . 1 1x
Thus we obtain that the inequality p 
	 p  	 is satisfied for every1
Ž . Ž . 
 S  . From 10 we observe that for the point x this inequality	 x k1
Ž .is not true. Then x  S  . Thusk1 	 x
if x  S  then x  S  . 11Ž . Ž . Ž .k 	 1 k1 	 x
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since S   S T , in particular, we have that if x  S  then	 1 	 x k 	 1
Ž . Ž .x  S  . Observe that we can also say that x  S  , because ifk1 	 1 k1 	 1
Ž . Ž .x  S  , x must be the outside of S  . Thusk1 	 1 k 	 1
if x  S  then x , x  S  . 12Ž . Ž . Ž .k 	 1 k1 k1 	 1
Ž . Ž .    4c Consider the set K 	  kN : x    	 . Let thisk 1
Ž .  4 Ž .set consist of elements k  k   : K 	  k , k , . . . . From 12 it1 2 1 2
Ž .follows that K 	 does not contain any consecutive numbers in N.
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 4  Ž .Denote A k  1, k  1, k  1, . . . and Z kN :   , x 	1 2 3 x k
4  Ž .   	 . Then A Z. It is clear that K 	  A  l for every lN. Ask k 1l l
   from Definition 1 we have1 x
1 1 l 1
   0 lim sup K 	  lim sup K 	  lim sup  ,Ž . Ž .n k ln k k n l ll l
where  lim inf k l. Hence . On the other hand,l l
1 1 l 1
   lim sup A  lim sup A  lim sup   0.n k 1ln k  1 k  1 n l ll l
1  But A Z and therefore lim sup Z  0. This contradicts Proposi-n nn
tion 2.
Thus we have shown that    * cannot be. That is,    *. In other1 1
words we have proved that  * is the unique s.c.p. for which p *
min p ; i.e.,x
p * p for every   ,   *. 13Ž .x
Ž .3 Let    such that p max p and    *. From2 x 2   2x
Ž .13 it follows that
p  p *  0. 14Ž .2
Ž .d As the mapping a is continuous from Condition 3 we have
Ž .py 0 for every y a  * . For a given number  0 there exists a closed4
Ž .-neighbourhood S  * such that

py for every y a S  * . 15Ž . Ž .Ž .4
We can take  .4
Ž . Ž .e Let x  S  * . We havek 
Ž .        i x   *   and px  p *  p x   *  k k k
 . Therefore4

px  p * .k 4
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii For a point y x  x  a x from 15 we obtaink1 k k

px  px  .k1 k 4
Thus from these last two inequalities we have

px  p *k1 2
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Ž .From 14 it follows that
  
px  p  p *  p *   Ž .k1 2 ž /2 2 4
or

px  p  if x  S  * . 16Ž . Ž .k1 2 k 4
 It is clear that the inequality  
   is satisfied for every  
2 4
Ž .      S  . Then p 
 p  p  
   or4 2 2 2 4

p 
	 p  for every  
 S  17Ž . Ž .2 4 24
Ž .Hence from 16 we obtain that
if x  S  * then x  S  . 18Ž . Ž . Ž .k  k1 4 2
˚ ˚Ž . Ž . Ž .f Consider the set    S  * , where S  * x 2 2
   4 :   *  . It is clear that  is a compact set and    B.x2
Ž .Then from 3
py 0 for every y a  .Ž .
As the mapping a is continuous, there exist numbers  0,  0 with
 such that2
py for every y a S  . 19Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .g Let x  S  . Then for a point y x  x  a xk  k1 k k
Ž .from 19 we have
px  px  . 20Ž .k1 k
Ž .  For every  S  there is  
  such that   
   . Hence
     p p 
  p   
   or p p 
  . But
p  max p max p	 p 
.2
 x
Ž . Ž .Then p p   for every  S  and in particular for x  S 2  k 
Ž .we have px  p   . Then from 20k 2
 
px  p    p    p  .k1 2 2 22 2
Ž .It follows that x  S  . Thusk1 2 2
if x  S  then x  S  . 21Ž . Ž . Ž .k  k1 2 2
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   4 Ž .Consider the set 
   :   *  . Clearly 
 S  * .x 22
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Then S 
  S S  *  S  * , and from 18 we have2 2 2 
if x  S 
 then x  S  . 22Ž . Ž . Ž .k 2 k1 4 2
˚ Ž . Ž Ž ..By definition    S  * and so     
 S  *  x 2 x x 2
   4 Ž .
. Let a number  0 such that min  , , , . Then from 21 and2 2 4
Ž .22 we obtain
if x  S  then x  S  . 23Ž . Ž . Ž .k  x k1  2
Ž .By analogy to 12 we can prove that there is a number 	 0 such that
if x  S  then x , x  S  24Ž . Ž . Ž .k 	 2 k1 k1 	 2
Ž . Ž .Let us combine the results expressed in 23 and 24 . If we take a number
 4 0 such that min  , 	 , we get
if x  S  then x  S Ž . Ž .k  x k1  2
25Ž .
if x  S  then x  S  .Ž . Ž .k  2 k1  2
Ž .    4 Ž .Consider the set K   k N : x     and let K  k 2
 4  4 Ž .k , k , . . . and A k  1, k  1, . . . . It is clear that x  S  if1 2 1 2 k  2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k K  and also x  S  if k 1  A, because if x  S k1  x k1  x
Ž . Ž .then from 25 it follows that x  S  .k  2
1  Ž . As  is a s.c.p. lim sup K   0 and by analogy to part 2 of this2 n nn
1  proof we can prove that lim sup A  0 too. Then for the setn nn
1 Ž . 4  Z kN :   , x 	   A we also obtain lim sup Z  0. Thisx k n nn
contradicts Proposition 2. Thus we have proved that    * cannot be.2
 4This means that    * and therefore C lim x   *.x k k
Ž .     4EXAMPLE. On the set C x , x : x  1, x  1 consider the1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž 2 .  4mapping a x , x  x  x , q : q x , 1 . The set of stationary1 2 1 2 2
Ž . 2   4points has the form M x , x : x x , x  1 . It is a nonconvex1 2 2 1 1
Ž .set. The function u takes the following form: u x , x  2 x . Obviously1 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .max u   u 0, 0  0 and  * 0, 0 , so Condition 1 holds.M
Ž .  Ž . Let the initial point   0,1 . Then the sequence x  0,1 , x0 1 2
Ž .  Ž .  Ž . 1, 0 and x  0, 0 , for k	 3, is the path and so x  0, 0 . Hencek k
Condition 2 also holds. Let us check Condition 3. Clearly B
Ž .   4 Ž . Ž .x , x : x  1, x 	 0 . Take p 1, 0 . Then for every y a x , x1 2 1 2 1 2
p  yx 2 x .1 2
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Ž .Let x , x  B. Consider two cases:1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .i If x  0 for the point x , x   * 0, 0 it must be x  02 1 2 1
and therefore py 0.
Ž .ii If x  0 then x  0. In this case we also obtain py 0. Thus2 2
Condition 3 holds. Hence every optimal path starting from initial point
Ž . Ž .0,1 statistically converges to  * 0, 0 .
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